Abstract. Several recent studies have shown the width of the tropical belt has increased over the last several decades. The mechanisms driving tropical expansion are not well known and the recent expansion is underpredicted by state-of-the art GCMs. We use the CAM3 GCM to investigate how tropical width responds to idealized atmospheric heat sources, focusing on zonal displacement of the tropospheric jets. The heat sources include global and zonally restricted lowertropospheric warmings and stratospheric coolings, which coarsely represent possible impacts of ozone or aerosol changes. Similar to prior studies with simplified GCMs, we find that stratospheric cooling -particularly at high-latitudes -shifts jets poleward and excites Northern and Southern Annular Mode (NAM/SAM)-type responses. We also find, however, that modest heating of the midlatitude boundary layer drives a similar response; heating at high latitudes provokes a weaker, equatorward shift and tropical heating produces no shift. Over 70 % of the variance in annual mean jet displacements across 27 experiments is accounted for by a newly proposed "Expansion Index", which compares mid-latitude tropospheric warming to that at other latitudes. We find that previously proposed factors, including tropopause height and tropospheric stability, do not fully explain the results. Results suggest recently observed tropical expansion could have been driven not only by stratospheric cooling, but also by mid-latitude heating sources due for example to ozone or aerosol changes.
Introduction
Recent observational analyses show the tropics have widened over the last several decades. Estimates range from 2-5 • latitude since 1979 (Seidel et al., 2008) and are based on several metrics, including a poleward shift of the Hadley cell (Hu and Fu, 2007) , increased frequency of high tropopause days in the subtropics (Seidel and Randel, 2007) and increased width of the region with tropical column ozone levels (Hudson et al., 2006) . Studies have also inferred a poleward shift in the tropospheric jets, based on enhanced warming in the mid-latitude troposphere (Fu et al., 2006) and cooling in the mid-latitude stratosphere (Fu and Lin, 2011) . Zhou et al. (2011) showed a poleward shift of cloud boundaries associated with the Hadley cell, as well as a poleward shift of the subtropical dry zones. Clearly, tropical expansion has important implications for both global, and regional climate.
Climate models also show current, and future, global warming is associated with tropical expansion. Using the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, Phase 3 (CMIP3) simulations, Yin (2005) found a poleward shift in the mid-latitude storm tracks, which was accompanied by poleward shifts in surface wind stress and precipitation. Similarly, Lorenz and DeWeaver (2007) found a poleward shift (and strengthening) of the tropospheric jets in response to global warming, which was accompanied by poleward and upward shifts in transient kinetic energy and momentum flux. Lu et al. (2007) showed CMIP3 models yield poleward displacement (and weakening) of the Hadley cell and subtropical dry zones, which
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is associated with an increase in extratropical tropopause height, and subtropical static stability. Models also show that tropical expansion projects onto the leading pattern of variability (Kushner et al., 2001) , with about half of CMIP3 model-simulated Hadley cell and subtropical dry zone expansion during the next century explained by positive trends in the Northern and Southern Annular Mode (NAM/SAM) (Previdi and Liepert, 2007) .
Although both GCMs and observations show tropical widening over the last 2-3 decades, models underestimate the magnitude of observed trends. For example, Johanson and Fu (2009) show the largest CMIP3 tropical widening trends are ∼1/5 of the observed widening. This significant underestimation exists across five scenarios, as well as three separate definitions of Hadley cell width, including dynamical and hydrological definitions. Lu et al. (2009) used the GFDL atmospheric model AM2.1 to show observed changes in sea surface temperatures (SSTs) and sea-ice cannot explain increased tropical width, as defined by the tropopause probability density function. A similar simulation, however, that also included the direct radiative effects of anthropogenic and natural sources better reproduced the observed widening. Polvani et al. (2011) showed that broadening of the Hadley cell and poleward expansion of the subtropical dry zone over the latter half of the 20th century in the SH−particularly during December-January-February -have been primarily caused by polar stratospheric ozone depletion.
Idealized climate models (e.g., no moist processes, no topography) have been used to better understand the mechanisms involved with tropical expansion. Polvani and Kushner (2002) and Kushner and Polvani (2004) found that cooling of the polar winter stratosphere, which is associated with reduced stratospheric wave drag, results in a poleward tropospheric jet shift and strengthening of surface wind. Haigh et al. (2005) showed that uniform heating of the stratosphere (e.g., via increased solar or volcanic activity), or heating restricted to high-latitudes, forces the jets equatorward; heating in low latitudes forces them poleward. Frierson et al. (2007) used both simple and comprehensive GCMs to show tropical expansion occurs with increased global mean temperature, and secondly, with an increased pole-to-equator temperature gradient. They argued that the response was due to increased static stability, which reduces baroclinic growth rates and pushes the latitude of baroclinic instability onset poleward, in agreement with the Hadley cell width scaling of Held (2000) . This was further supported by Lu et al. (2008) , who showed that poleward expansion of the Hadley cell and shift of the eddy-driven jet in CMIP3 global warming experiments are related to a reduction in baroclinicity, which is primarily caused by an increase in subtropical static stability. This relationship was most significant during austral summer (December-January-February), particularly in the Southern Hemisphere (SH). Lorenz and DeWeaver (2007) showed that increasing the tropopause height (as expected in a warmer troposphere) in a simple dry GCM resulted in poleward jet displacement. This response was largest when the tropopause on the poleward flank of the jet was raised; however, the opposite response occurred if the tropopause was raised on the equatorward side of the jet. This tropopause-jet relationship is consistent with Williams (2006) .
Recently, Butler et al. (2010) used a simplified GCM to try to attribute storm track shifts to temperature changes in particular regions. They found that warming in the tropical troposphere, or cooling in the high-latitude stratosphere, each shifted the storm tracks poleward, whereas polar surface warming shifted them equatorward. Such results are qualitatively consistent with earlier studies (Chen and Held, 2007; Chen et al., 2008) , arguing that the observed poleward shift in the surface westerlies has been due to increased Rossby wave phase speeds, which results in poleward displacement of the region of wave breaking in the subtropics. Kidston et al. (2011) argued that an increase in eddy length scale, a robust response to global warming , causes the poleward shift of the mid-latitude eddy-driven jet streams. Both Brayshaw et al. (2008) and Chen et al. (2010) used aquaplanet GCM simulations to show that high-latitude SST warming poleward of the climatological jet results in an equatorward jet displacement. For low-latitude warming that extends poleward of the climatological jet latitude, a poleward jet displacement occurred.
Expanding upon these studies, we use a comprehensive GCM to gain a better understanding of how tropical width -particularly tropospheric (850-300 hPa) jet displacement -responds to different types of simple heating at realistic amplitudes. The thermal forcings examined include zonally uniform heat sources in the troposphere or heat sinks in the stratosphere. Our study differs from past studies in specifying heat sources that are representative of possible non-CO 2 climatic forcings, rather than imposing characteristic temperature perturbations. Investigation of the effects of such heat sources on tropical width is of interest due to the significant 20th century increases in anthropogenic aerosols, including absorbing aerosols like black carbon (Bond et al., 2007) and reflecting aerosols like sulfate (Smith et al., 2011) , as well as tropospheric ozone (Shindell et al., 2006) and ozone precursors (van Aardenne et al., 2001 ). Our objective is to clarify the sensitivity of tropical width to different types of heating, with the ultimate goals of gaining insight into the observed widening and better understanding of the responses seen in past GCM studies. Our results show the importance of perturbed tropospheric temperature gradients and a wavemodulated stratospheric pathway in driving zonal jet displacements. We also show that previously proposed tropical expansion mechanisms are unable to fully explain our results. We build upon these results in a subsequent paper, which will examine the responses to more realistic representations of non-CO 2 forcings. This paper is organized as follows: in
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Sect. 2 we discuss the CAM GCM and our experimental design. In Sect. 3 we present the response to idealized stratospheric cooling and tropospheric heating, and compare these responses to a doubling of CO 2 . Section 4 discusses expansion scenarios, including the tropospheric and stratospheric pathways. Conclusions are presented in Sect. 5.
Methods

CAM description
The Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) version 3 (Collins et al., 2004) , is the fifth generation of the National Center for Atmosphere Research (NCAR) atmospheric General Circulation Model (GCM) and is the atmospheric component of the Community Climate System Model (CCSM). CAM uses a Eulerian spectral transform dynamical core, where variables are represented in terms of coefficients of a truncated series of spherical harmonic functions. The model time step is 20-min, and time integration is performed with a semi-implicit leapfrog scheme. The vertical coordinate is a hybrid coordinate, with 26 vertical levels. The model has a relatively poorly-resolved stratosphere, with ∼9 levels above 100 hPa and a top level at 2.9 hPa. The total parameterization package consists of four basic components: moist precipitation processes/convection, clouds and radiation, surface processes, and turbulent mixing. The land surface model is the Community Land Model (CLM) version 3 (Oleson et al., 2004) , which combines realistic radiative, ecological and hydrologic processes.
Experimental design
CAM is run at T42 resolution (∼2.8 × 2.8 • ) with a slab ocean-thermodynamic sea ice model. All experiments are run for at least 70 yr, the last 30 of which are used in this analysis, during which the model has reached equilibrium (i.e., no significant trend in TOA net energy flux).
Stratospheric cooling experiments (10PLO3; see Table 1 ) were performed by reducing the stratospheric ozone by 10 % globally, as well as individually for the tropics (±30 • ), mid-latitudes (30-60 • N/S) and high-latitudes (60-90 • N/S). The stratosphere is defined as the model levels above the tropopause, which is estimated by a thermal definition using the method of Reichler et al. (2003) . We use CAM's default ozone boundary data set, which contains zonal monthly ozone volume mixing ratios, and reduce the ozone by 10 % at the appropriate latitudes and stratospheric pressures on a monthly basis. A 10 % ozone reduction is in rough agreement with the change in stratospheric ozone from 1979-2000 (Newchurch et al., 2003) . The ozone perturbation is seasonally invariant, as are all perturbations in this study, and is not meant to represent the real seasonal cycle of ozone change.
Our standard set of tropospheric heating experiments (LTHT) adds a 0.1 K day −1 (∼3.5 W m −2 ) heating source to the lower troposphere (surface to ∼700 hPa). Such a heating rate is comparable to recent satellite-based estimates of present-day anthropogenic aerosol solar absorption (Chung et al., 2005) . We conduct a globally uniform heating experiment, as well as latitudinally restricted heating of the tropics, mid-and high-latitudes. Although heating is only applied to the lower troposphere, the globally uniform temperature response resembles that based on a doubling of CO 2 . This is due to destabilization of the lower atmosphere and increased convection, which vertically redistributes the heat throughout the depth of the troposphere. Similar experiments with midtropospheric and upper-tropospheric heating do not destabilize the lower atmosphere, and result in maximum tropospheric warming near the altitude of heat input. Table 2 lists the suite of tropospheric heating experiments. In all cases, the response is estimated as the difference between the experiment and a corresponding control, which lacks the added heat source.
A standard global warming experiment is also performed, where the CO 2 volume mixing ratio is doubled from 3.55 × 10 −4 to 7.10 × 10 −4 . We also conduct an extreme global warming experiment, where the CO 2 volume mixing ratio is increased by a factor of eight. The resulting climate signals are named 2×CO2 and 8×CO2, respectively.
We compare our CAM integrations to 12 2×CO2 CMIP3 equilibrium (slab ocean) experiments, as well as 10 1 % to 4×CO2 transient CMIP3 experiments. Table 3 lists the CMIP3 models used in this study. For the 1 % to 4×CO2 experiments, we compare the 25 yr prior to CO 2 quadrupling (years 115-139) to the corresponding control.
Finally, we evaluate the robustness of some of our CAM results -specifically the response to lower tropospheric heating -using an alternate GCM, the GFDL AM2.1 (Anderson et al., 2004) . Because the GFDL model does not include a slab ocean model, these experiments are run with climatological SSTs. GFDL experiments are integrated for 40 yr, the last 30 of which are used to estimate the climate response.
Measures of tropical width and its changes
Tropospheric jet
Several jet-based measures of tropical width were explored. This includes the latitude of the main jet, which we locate by finding the maximum of the zonally and monthly averaged zonal wind (U ) in either hemisphere (NH or SH). The poleward jet displacements are then estimated by taking the difference of the mean jet location (experiment minus control) in either hemisphere. We computed this measure on each pressure level and averaged the 850-300 hPa displacements to obtain a tropospheric jet displacement. Because our jet definition is based on the entire troposphere, it primarily represents the subtropical jet, and secondarily the mid-latitude eddy-driven jet. Displacements of the tropospheric and eddy-driven jet, however, are closely related; As LTHT, but double the heating rate (0.2 K day −1 ) LTHT4x
As LTHT, but quadruple the heating rate (0.4 K day −1 ) MTHT Heating the mid-troposphere (∼700-400 hPa) UTHT ML Mid-latitude heating of the upper troposphere (4 levels below tropopause) LTHT 10PLO3 Global lower-tropospheric heating of 0.1 K day −1 and 10 % reduction in stratospheric ozone the correlation between 2×CO2 CMIP3 jet displacements using the annual mean 850-300 hPa U maximum and the near-surface (10-m) U maximum -which others have used as a measure of the eddy-driven jet (e.g., Kidston and Gerber, 2010) -is 0.83 in the NH and 0.90 in the SH. The correlation is weakest during JJA in the SH (r = 0.57), which is consistent with a winter-time decoupling of the subtropical and eddy jets, resulting in a double jet structure (e.g., Gallego et al., 2005) . We also investigated an additional method for locating the jet, where we located the "sides" of the jet and then found their midpoint; the sides were based on a specified percentile value of zonal wind. Although both methods yielded similar displacements, testing indicated that the percentile method yielded somewhat more stable results; thus only the results from the percentile method, using the 75th percentile (p75), are shown. We do note, however, that the percentile method yields smaller displacements than the maximum method, and as the percentile is decreased (e.g., from 95 to 70), consistently smaller jet displacements are obtained. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 , which compares tropospheric jet displacements in 12 CMIP3 2×CO2 equilibrium experiments using the maximum method, and the percentile method (with p75). A correlation of 0.95 shows both methods yields similar displacements; however, displacements tend to be larger with the jet maximum approach. The ensemble annual mean jet displacement using the maximum method is 0.62 • in the NH and 0.96 • in the SH; corresponding values using p75 are 0.46 • and 0.73 • . This result shows the jet displacement is non-uniform.
Figure 1 also shows the CMIP3 4×CO2 ensemble annual zonal mean tropospheric jet response, and the corresponding control. The response is not a uniform jet shift; there is some distortion of its shape, resulting in a poleward skew, which is larger for the faster winds. This is particularly evident in the SH, and helps to explain the larger poleward displacements with the jet maximum method. Similar, but weaker results exist for the 2×CO2 equilibrium experiments (not shown).
Other measures
Additional measures of tropical displacement (Johanson and Fu, 2009 ) include (1) the latitude of the subtropical Mean Meridional Circulation (MMC) minima, defined as the latitudes where the MMC at 500 hPa becomes zero poleward of the subtropical maxima; and (2) the latitudes where precipitation minus evaporation (P − E) becomes zero on the poleward side of the subtropical minima (a measure of subtropical dry zone expansion). All displacements are estimated by first smoothing the zonal monthly mean of the appropriate model field(s) and interpolating to 0.5 • resolution using cubic splines. Smoothing was performed by taking a running mean over ∼10 degrees of latitude. Nearly identical results are obtained without interpolating.
In addition to zonal displacements, we also quantify the changes in the strength and altitude of the jet. The altitude of the jet was quantified by interpolating the zonal wind to 10 hPa vertical resolution, and locating the pressure of maximum monthly zonal wind. This procedure is only done poleward of ∼20 • , since the jet is not well defined in the tropics. The strength of the jet was quantified by locating the maximum zonal wind in each hemisphere for each pressure level and month. A similar procedure was used to quantify the strength of the Hadley circulation, using the maximum magnitude (i.e., absolute value) of the tropical MMC at 500 hPa. The change in strength or jet altitude is then estimated as the difference between experiment and control.
Throughout this manuscript, statistical significance is estimated with a standard t-test, using the pooled variance. The influence of serial correlation is accounted for by using the effective sample size, n(1 − ρ 1 )(1 + ρ 1 ) −1 , where n is the number of years and ρ 1 is the lag-1 autocorrelation coefficient (Wilks, 1995) . Figure 2 shows the annual and zonal mean temperature and wind response for the stratospheric cooling (10PLO3) experiments. Also included is the meridional temperature gradient (T y ) response, with Southern Hemisphere (SH) T y multiplied by −1 (and in all subsequent figures) so that negative T y always represents colder air poleward. As expected, temperatures are generally colder, by ∼1 K, because of reduced solar absorption where the ozone reduction was imposed. Several non-local responses also occur, including tropospheric warming for the all-, high-, and mid-latitude experiments. These three experiments also yield an increase in zonal wind (U ) near 60 • , whose magnitude decays downward through the troposphere. This U increase occurs near the poleward flank of the tropospheric jet, while an opposite signed anomaly appears near the equatorward flank, indicating a poleward jet displacement. Note that reducing stratospheric ozone in the tropics (10PLO3 TR ) yields the opposite response; however, the magnitude of the tropospheric wind anomaly is weak and not significant. Table 4 quantifies the annual mean poleward displacement of the tropospheric (850-300 hPa) jets. As suggested by Table 4 . Tropospheric (850-300 hPa) poleward jet displacements for the (top) stratospheric cooling experiments and (middle and bottom) tropospheric heating/global warming experiments. Units are degrees latitude. CAM experiment significance is based on a Student's t-test and is denoted by bold (≥90 %); * (≥95 %) and ** (≥99 %). Also included is the corresponding jet displacement based on the ensemble mean of 12 CMIP3 2×CO2 equilibrium experiments and 10 CMIP3 4×CO2 transient experiments. Fig. 2 , stratospheric cooling generally yields a poleward displacement, of about 0.5 • in each hemisphere. Cooling in the tropical stratosphere yields the opposite, but the equatorward shift is small and not significant. Note that these changes are generally similar in both hemispheres, and across the four seasons. Furthermore, Table 5 shows the additional metrics of tropical displacement are generally consistent with the jet response. For 10PLO3, 10PLO3 HL and 10PLO3 ML , both P − E and MMC yield annual mean poleward displacement, although smaller than that based on the tropospheric jet. Figure 3 shows the T , U and T y response for the lower tropospheric heating experiments (LTHT). Similar to CO 2 forcing, globally uniform near-surface heating causes a local warming maximum in the tropical upper troposphere due to moist convection, and high-latitude near-surface warming amplification due to snow and ice albedo feedbacks, as well as the higher static stability in polar regions. The zonal wind response to LTHT implies a poleward displacement of the NH tropospheric jet, but not the SH one. These shifts, however, are not statistically significant (see Table 4 ) in the annual mean or in any season. We note that in coupled oceanatmosphere models (and observations), the SH warming will be much less than that here due to uptake of heat by the Southern Ocean, which will affect how much the jet shifts. Heating the individual latitude bands separately yields maximum warming at the heated latitudes, though with some spillover to most of the troposphere in the cases of LTHT HL and LTHT ML . Generally, however, the latitudes that are heated experience the largest temperature response, which is consistent with a down-gradient eddy heat flux response (i.e., oriented away from the latitude of maximum heating; not shown). There are also some dynamically induced remote cooling responses, including significant stratospheric cooling for LTHT and weaker tropospheric high-latitude cooling for LTHT TR .
Results
Response to stratospheric cooling
Response to tropospheric heating
Sensitivity to the latitudinal distribution of near-surface heating
A much stronger impact on tropical width occurs with heating restricted to midlatitudes than for the globally uniform case. LTHT ML shows both reduced U on the equatorward flank of the jet and increased U on the poleward jet flank, yielding significant poleward jet displacement of 0.66 • in the NH and 1.02 • in the SH. Significant displacements also occurred in experiments where either low or high latitudes were heated at the same time as mid-latitudes (LTHT TRML and LTHT MLHL , respectively), supporting the robustness of this result. For example, Table 5 shows simultaneous heating of the low-and mid-latitudes yields a poleward jet displacement of 0.41 • in the NH and 0.20 • in the SH. LTHT TRML jet displacements become significant, and Table 5 . Annual mean poleward displacement (degrees latitude) of several measures of tropical width for the (top) stratospheric cooling experiments and (middle and bottom) tropospheric heating/global warming experiments, including the CMIP3 2×CO2 and 4×CO2 ensemble mean. These measures are based on the subtropical dry zone (precipitation minus evaporation, P − E), mean meridional mass circulation (MMC) and the tropospheric (850-300 hPa) jet. See text for further description. Significance is denoted as in approximately double in magnitude, when the heating rate is doubled (LTHT2x TRML ).
Heating at high-latitudes (LTHT HL ) produced an opposite result, reducing U on the poleward jet flank to produce an equatorward jet displacement of −0.42 • over the two hemispheres, about a quarter of the poleward shift with midlatitude heating. Tropical heating (LTHT TR ) increased the peak U throughout the atmosphere, but without significantly shifting the jet position except upward. While the above conclusions are based on jet shifts, similar responses are found among other tropical displacement measures (Table 5), especially for the midlatitude heating which produced the strongest response. Figure 4 shows the poleward displacement of the maximum meridional tropospheric temperature gradient, and the jet, for LTHT experiments as a function of pressure. LTHT HL yields equatorward displacement of the maximum T y whereas LTHT ML features poleward displacement. This is consistent with the corresponding LTHT HL and LTHT ML tropospheric jet displacement -both quantities move poleward or equatorward together, in general agreement with thermal wind balance. For LTHT ML , heating of the mid-latitudes weakens the temperature gradient on the equatorward flank of the maximum T y , but increases it on the poleward flank, as shown in Fig. 3 . The tropospheric jet then responds by shifting poleward. The opposite occurs for LTHT HL . Small displacements of the maximum T y generally occur for LTHT TR , in agreement with the small jet displacement. Over all experiments included in Fig. 4 , the correlation between displacements of the maximum T y and tropospheric jet is 0.81 in the NH and 0.92 in the SH. Although not shown, displacements of the maximum T y are also similar to that of the tropospheric jet for the stratospheric cooling experiments. Butler et al. (2010 Butler et al. ( , 2011 ) also examined the impact of tropical heating, and found a shift similar to that obtained here with heating from 0-60 • N/S (LTHT TRML ), in contrast to our null result with tropical-only heating. While this result seems contradictory, the tropical heating employed by Butler et al. (2010 Butler et al. ( , 2011 differed from ours by projecting significantly onto the mid-latitude isentropes, weakening baroclinicity in the subtropics while strengthening it in the mid-latitudes. Poleward jet displacement is also absent in LTHT4x TR (Table 4) , which features a heating rate more comparable to Butler et al. (2010 Butler et al. ( , 2011 together are consistent with a particular sensitivity of the jet to heating in highly baroclinic, midlatitude regions, with relatively little sensitivity in the tropics. Figure 5 further shows that geostrophic adjustment to the altered meridional temperature gradient explains most of the annual mean tropospheric wind response. Zonal wind shear for each pressure level is estimated from the corresponding meridional temperature gradient, according to thermal wind balance. To estimate the zonal wind, we use the 900 hPa zonal wind as a boundary condition. Taking the difference between the experiment and control yields the corresponding response, as shown in the center panel of Fig. 5 . The actual zonal wind response closely corresponds to that estimated from thermal wind balance. The difference between the two (estimate -actual) shows no significant differences at most latitudes, except near the equator where meridional temperature gradients are small and geostrophy becomes a poor approximation. Thus, most of the tropospheric jet shift in our LTHT experiments is consistent with a geostrophic adjustment to the altered meridional temperature gradient.
Although the eddy-driven jet is not the focus of this study, in our experiments displacements of the surface wind (a measure of the eddy-driven jet) are similar to those of the tropospheric jet. For the suite of lower tropospheric heating and stratospheric cooling experiments, and 2×CO2, the corresponding correlation is 0.92 in the NH and 0.91 in the SH. This is despite the fact that transient eddies should play a more important role in displacements of this jet. We also note that displacements of the surface wind correspond to those of the maximum Eady growth rate (Lindzen and Farrell, 1980 with our baroclinicity argument for tropospheric jet displacements and with the notion that storms tend to form in regions of high baroclinicity. We note that the changes during El Niño events are consistent with our results. El Niño is associated with tropical tropospheric warming by warmer Pacific SSTs, mid-latitude tropospheric cooling due to eddy-driven upward motion, and high-latitude tropospheric warming . The tropospheric jet, in turn, intensifies near the equatorward jet flank and weakens near the poleward flank, resulting in a strengthening and equatorward shift of the jet. The stronger jet is consistent with tropical warming and our LTHT TR experiment. The equatorward shift is consistent with cooling in the mid-latitudes and warming in the high-latitudes, as illustrated by our LTHT ML and LTHT HL experiments.
GFDL tropospheric heating experiments
To evaluate the robustness of the CAM responses to lowertropospheric heating, we conducted analogous experiments with the GFDL AM2.1 (Anderson et al., 2004 ) using climatological SSTs. Figure 6 shows the corresponding annual mean temperature and zonal wind responses for LTHT2x, LTHT2x TR , LTHT2x ML , LTHT2x HL . Results are similar to that based on CAM (Fig. 3) . Heating of the tropics results in negligible jet displacement of −0.09 • in the NH and −0.04 • in the SH. However, high-latitude heating results in equatorward jet displacement (−0.26 • in the NH and −0.10 • in the SH) and mid-latitude heating results in poleward jet displacement of 0.75 • in the NH (95 % significant) and 0.24 • in the SH. The weaker GFDL response -particularly the SH response to mid-latitude heating -is likely due to the use of climatological SSTs, which mutes the tropospheric response. Repeating the GFDL mid-latitude heating experiment with double the heating rate (0.4 K day −1 ) results in significant poleward jet displacement in both the NH and SH at 1.98 • and 0.45 • , respectively (not shown). We note that the main discrepancy between CAM and GFDL occurs for uniform heating of all latitudes. GFDL LTHT2x yields poleward jet displacement of 0.13 • in the NH and 0.39 • in the SH, the latter of which is significant at the 90 % confidence level. Although CAM LTHT2x yields similar, but weak, poleward jet displacement in the NH (0.12 • ), significant poleward jet displacement in the SH occurs (−0.73 • ; Table 4 ). Table 4 shows that the LTHT responses are similar, but generally larger, when the heating rate is doubled (LTHT2x). This includes tropical expansion for mid-latitude heating, tropical contraction for high-latitude heating, and negligible displacement for tropical heating. Unlike LTHT however, LTHT2x yields an "overall" equatorward jet displacement (NH + SH) of 0.61 • , which is dominated by the SH jet which moves equatoward by 0.73 • . Similarly, LTHT4x shows significant equatorward jet displacement of 1.46 • , which again is dominated by the SH jet.
Evidence of nonlinear responses
The bottom panel of Fig. 4 shows that the relationship between displacements of the maximum meridional tropospheric temperature gradient and the tropospheric jet also applies for the LTHT2x experiments. Note that as the heating rate is increased and the tendency for jet displacement is equatorward, the maximum T y also shows a similar tendency of equatorward displacement. LTHT4x, for example, shows significant equatorward displacement of the maximum T y in both the SH and NH, in agreement with equatorward jet displacement (Table 4) , particularly in the SH. One aspect of the uniform heating experiments that can be deduced from the above figures (e.g., Fig. 3 ) is that the responses are often nonlinear. For example, the sum of the poleward SH jet displacements in the LTHT TR , LTHT ML and LTHT HL experiments is 0.77 • , while the shift with uniform heating is smaller and in the opposite direction (−0.13 • ). This behavior recurs in the LTHT2x experiments, with values of 0.40 • and −0.73 • respectively. This nonlinear response is similar to the idealized experiments of Butler et al. (2010) . This nonlinearity could be caused by the effects of localized heating on the vertical propagation of wave energy, and linear interference effects between the wave response and the background stationary wave (Smith et al., 2010; Fletcher and Kushner, 2011) . We note that the amplitude of jet displacement, however, appears to be more linear based on CMIP3 CO 2 experiments. Using the 10 4×CO2 CMIP3 models, we calculate the jet displacement using the 25 yr prior to doubling and the 25 yr prior to quadrupling (each compared to the corresponding control). For 4×CO2, the ensemble annual mean NH jet displacement is 0.98 • , compared to 0.35 • for 2×CO2; in the SH, the corresponding jet displacements are 1.74 • and 0.81 • , respectively. Thus, doubling the CO 2 forcing tends to yield double the jet displacement in CMIP3 experiments. This is similar to Wang et al. (2012) , who found a linear relationship between the amplitude of the temperature response in the tropics and the tropospheric jet shift using a dry, idealized model (however, the eddy-driven jet exhibited an abrupt shift when tropical warming exceeded a critical amplitude).
Nearly all of the CAM heating experiments, as well as 2×CO2, weaken the mean meridional circulation and strength of the tropospheric jet (not shown), in agreement with behavior of other GCMs and explainable by thermodynamic arguments (Held and Soden, 2006) . LTHT TR , however, strengthens the tropical circulation, with a 2 % increase in jet strength and a 4 % increase in mean meridional circulation strength. This strengthening increases to 5 % and 7 %, respectively, for LTHT2X TR , so this particular result is relatively linear. These latitudinally restricted heating responses are consistent with Brayshaw et al. (2008) . Figure 7 shows the annual mean T and U response for LTHT and 2×CO2. Both feature similar patterns of warming, with maximum warming in the tropical upper troposphere and at high-latitudes. Both also feature an increase in the height of the tropopause, as well as an upward displacement of the tropospheric jets (∼10 hPa for 2×CO2 and ∼5 hPa for LTHT), which generally occurs with tropospheric heating (e.g., Lorenz and DeWeaver, 2007) . The zonal jet displacement is also similar for the two experiments, with small SH displacements and larger NH poleward displacements, the latter of which is reminiscent of the positive NAM pattern. Note that the LTHT signal is much weaker than 2×CO2. However, the global annual mean surface temperature response for LTHT is also much weaker: 0.91 K versus 2.52 K for 2×CO2. Our experiments from Sect. 3.1 show that stratospheric cooling causes poleward jet displacement. Therefore, one reason why the LTHT experiments may yield less poleward jet displacement than those of 2×CO2, is because 2×CO2 is associated with significant stratospheric cooling due to increased longwave emission to space; LTHT, however, has no directly imposed stratospheric cooling (although there is an indirect stratospheric cooling response). This was evaluated by rerunning the LTHT, LTHT2x and LTHT4x experiments, but with a 10 % stratospheric ozone reduction (LTHT 10PLO3 , LTHT2x 10PLO3 , LTHT4x 10PLO3 ). For both LTHT2x and LTHT4x, adding stratospheric cooling yields less equatorward jet displacement, particularly the SH jet for LTHT2x, but the differences are generally not large (Table 5)). This suggests that the tropospheric warming is more important than the stratospheric cooling.
Comparison of greenhouse gas warming and lower-tropospheric heating
Discussion of expansion scenarios
Prior studies have attributed tropical expansion in a warmer climate to increases in the tropopause height (e.g., Lorenz and DeWeaver, 2007; Williams, 2006) and/or extratropical dry static stability (e.g., Frierson et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2007) . Figure 8 shows the changes in these two quantities, in addition to the 500 hPa T y change and its climatology for four of the tropospheric heating experiments. These four experiments were chosen because they allow the evaluation of these previously proposed mechanisms. The top two panels compare the response based on heating of the mid-latitudes in either the lower (LTHT ML ) or upper (UTHT ML ) troposphere. Of the two, the latter results in a larger increase in gross dry static stability of mid-latitudes, as expected. Although both experiments yield poleward jet displacement, tropical expansion is generally larger with LTHT ML . Table 4 shows this is particularly true in the SH, where the annual mean jet displacement is 1.02 • for LTHT ML versus 0.53 • for UTHT ML . Similar conclusions exist based on the other metrics of tropical expansion (Table 5) , particularly P − E. The larger LTHT ML poleward jet displacement is inconsistent with a smaller increase in stability; however, it is consistent with thermal wind balance and a larger poleward displacement of the 500 hPa SH T y .
The bottom two panels show that heating of the highlatitudes and tropics results in an increase in tropopause height (decrease in pressure), yet neither experiment is associated with tropical expansion. LTHT2x HL actually yields significant equatorward jet displacement of −0.74 • (−0.32 • and −0.42 • for NH and SH, respectively) and LTHT2x TR yields negligible jet displacement of −0.23 • (Table 4) . These responses are again consistent with the change in T y at 500 hPa, with a weakening of T y at high latitudes for LTHT2x HL , and a reinforcement of the climatological T y for LTHT2x TR . These results suggest the importance of other mechanisms in driving jet displacements, at least using CAM under our experimental design.
Stratospheric pathway
Section 3.1 showed cooling of the high-latitude stratosphere resulted in poleward jet displacement. Table 4 shows the largest NH jet displacements in response to stratospheric cooling occur during March-April-May (MAM), and the equivalent season in the SH (SON) similarly shows the largest response in its jet. The maximum spring response is likely due to a combination of two factors: the presence of solar radiation, so that the imposed ozone loss results in stratospheric cooling; and westerly stratospheric flow, which is conducive to strong planetary wave-mean flow interaction. The cooling of the high-latitude stratosphere increases the local meridional temperature gradient, and the stratospheric vortices in both hemispheres intensify in accord with thermal wind balance. The downward propagation of the stratospheric wind anomaly may be related to enhanced equatarward refraction of Rossby waves (Shindell et al., 2001; Rind et al., 2005) . As a diagnostic tool to estimate the importance of this "stratospheric pathway", we estimate the wave refraction (λ) as the ratio of meridional to vertical Eliassen Palm (EP) flux:
where u * v * is the meridional eddy momentum flux, v * T * is the meridional eddy heat flux, N is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency, R d is the dry air gas constant, H is the scale height, f is the Coriolis parameter and primes denote a zonal deviation. Because both eddy fluxes are estimated from monthly data, λ represents the refraction of the quasi-stationary, as opposed to the transient, waves. Table 6 shows that all stratospheric cooling experiments feature an increase in MAM NH wave refraction by 15-35 % -the season of maximum poleward jet displacement in the NH. Figure 9 shows the MAM responses of T , U and T y for one stratospheric cooling experiment, 10PLO3 HL . Also included is the leading pattern of zonal wind anomalies, and the mean meridional circulation, associated with the NAM/SAM pattern. This pattern is based on a principal component analysis of geopotential heights for the domains extending from 20-90 • N/S and from 1000 to 10 hPa. Data are weighted by the square root of the cosine of the latitude, as well as by the square root of the pressure interval represented by that level (Thompson and Wallace, 2000) . The wind fields are then regressed upon the resulting standardized leading principal component (PC) time series.
The changes in zonal wind and mean meridional circulation closely resembles the NAM (and to a lesser extent, the SAM) pattern, which suggests the response may involve wave mean-flow interaction and downward control theory (Haynes et al., 1991; Baldwin and Dunkerton, 1999) . The MAM 10PLO3 HL response also features an anomalous tropospheric meridional circulation, with rising motion poleward of 60 • , sinking motion between 30-60 • , and equatorward flow in the upper troposphere, somewhat like an intensified Ferrel Cell, but stretched poleward. This thermally indirect circulation coincides with warming near its sinking branch (near 45 • ), and cooling in the rising branch (near 70 • ). Imposition of these temperature anomalies on the background state produces a poleward displacement of the maximum tropospheric T y , consistent with the tropospheric zonal wind anomaly near 60 • . Figure 9 suggests that this anomalous residual circulation -particularly in the NHis balanced by a poleward shift of eddy westerly momentum flux convergence near 60 • , which sustains the westerly wind anomaly. The response is also associated with an increase in downward, equatorward wave energy and EP-flux divergence in the mid-latitude stratosphere and troposphere.
We find that our analysis of the NH spring-time response also approximately holds for the SH (not shown). For example, each stratospheric cooling experiment features an increase in SH SON wave refraction: 23 %, 21 %, 32 % and 2 % for 10PLO3, 10PLO3 HL , 10PLO3 ML and 10PLO3 TR , respectively. For 2×CO2 and LTHT, Table 4 shows NH tropical expansion primarily occurs during two seasons: MAM and DJF. Similar to the stratospheric cooling experiment, both LTHT and 2×CO2 feature a NAM-like U response and meridional circulation response pattern, which is associated with a wavemodulated stratospheric pathway (not shown). Both signals feature an increase in wave refraction (Table 6) , which is associated with an increase in downward, equatorward wave energy and EP-flux divergence in the mid-latitude stratosphere and troposphere. An anomalous meridional circulation in the troposphere and a poleward shift of eddy westerly momentum flux convergence near 60 • N, also occurs. Similarly, CMIP3 2×CO2 also features an increase in NH MAM and DJF wave refraction of 15 % and 13 %, respectively (Table 6). Moreover, a significant, but weak, relationship exists between CMIP3 2×CO2 NH wave refraction and jet displacement for both DJF and MAM, with correlations of 0.44 and 0.43, respectively. This suggests that a wave-modulated stratospheric pathway may play an important role in warming induced tropical expansion, particularly in the NH during MAM and DJF, regardless of the cause of the warming. We also note that similar behavior occurs for the mid-latitude lower-tropospheric heating experiments. Both LTHT ML and LTHT2x ML feature an increase in MAM downward, equatorward wave energy (increase in wave refraction, Table 6 ) and EP-flux divergence, as well as cooling of the polar stratosphere, a decrease in polar stratospheric geopotential heights and a decrease in high-latitude surface pressure (not shown). This is analogous (but opposite) to the negative NAM response to anomalous Eurasian snow cover (e.g., Cohen et al., 2007; Fletcher et al., 2009; Allen and Zender, 2010) . Figure 10 shows a scatterplot of the tropospheric (850-300 hPa) jet displacement versus the difference in midand high-latitude warming amplification for the 5 global warming experiments (LTHT, LTHT2x, LTHT4x, 2×CO2 and 8×CO2) and 6 latitude-restricted heating experiments (LTHT TR , LTHT ML , LTHT HL , LTHT2x TR , LTHT2x ML , LTHT2x HL ). Warming amplification of mid-latitudes (AMP ML ) is defined as the log-pressure area weighted temperature (i.e., thickness) response between 30-60 • minus that between 0-30 • . For high-latitudes (AMP HL ), the log-pressure area weighted temperature response between 60-90 • is differenced with that between 30-60 • . Table 7 lists the amplification factors. This choice of this metric was inspired by the responses found in the latitude-restricted tropospheric heating experiments. When high-latitudes warm relative to mid-latitudes, AMP HL is positive, and we expect equatorward jet displacement. When the mid-latitudes warm relative to low-latitudes, AMP ML is positive, and we expect poleward jet displacement. Taking the difference, AMP ML − AMP HL , results in a quantity that accounts for these two competing effects. As the difference becomes more positive/less negative, then mid-latitude warming amplification dominates, and we expect more tropical expansion/less contraction; vice versa as AMP ML − AMP HL becomes less positive/more negative. We call this quantity the "Expansion Index" (EI). Based on The global warming experiments are generally consistent with this notion. Over all five experiments and seasons, the relationship is significant at the 99 % confidence level for NH, SH and both hemispheres, accounting for 42 %, 72 % and 55 % of the jet displacement, respectively. For the annual mean only, the expansion index accounts for 76 % of the NH and SH jet displacement. The dominant response in these experiments -equatorward SH jet displacement -is consistent with the large SH high-latitude warming, and large AMP HL . The diagnostic also explains the increased equatorward displacement when the heating rate is increased in the LTHT experiments. Increasing the heating rate generally results in amplified high-latitude warming, which is associated with equatoward jet displacement. Table 7 shows that the annual mean SH AMP HL increases from 0.22 to 1.02 K for LTHT to LTHT4x; and from 0.02 to 0.64 K in the NH. At the same time, however, AMP ML generally decreases, particularly in the NH. Furthermore, AMP HL is generally largest in the SH, relative to the NH, consistent with equatorward SH jet displacement in nearly all cases. The relationship is weakest in the NH for DJF and MAM, which may be related to the wave-modulated stratospheric pathway during these seasons. Without DJF and MAM, the expansion index accounts for 81 % of the variation in NH jet displacement. Similar conclusions exist when the three mid-tropospheric global warming experiments (MTHT, MTHT2x and MTHT4x) are included in the analysis. Figure 10 further supports the idea that part of the jet shift can be thought of as a geostrophic adjustment to an altered temperature profile -not only when certain latitude bands are heated, but also for global warming experiments like LTHT and 2×CO2. Our experiments suggest that poleward jet displacement is partially driven by mid-latitude heating, while equatorward jet displacement is partially driven by highlatitude heating. However, a wave-modulated stratospheric pathway during the NH active seasons is also important, resulting in poleward NH jet displacement during MAM and DJF which projects onto the positive phase of the NAM. For LTHT this mechanism eventually weakens with increased heating (e.g., LTHT4x), where high-latitude amplification dominates and the maximum T y is displaced equatorward, resulting in equatorward displacement of the tropospheric jets. Figure 10 also shows a similar relationship between the expansion index and jet displacement exist based on CMIP3 2×CO2 equilibrium experiments. Even though this metric does not directly account for the effects of CO 2 induced stratospheric cooling, it accounts for 45 %, 67 % and 56 % of the of the variation in jet displacement in the NH, SH and both hemispheres, respectively. Based on the annual mean only, EI accounts for 76 % of the NH and SH jet displacement. Similar results are obtained if jet displacements are based on others percentiles. Using the 70th-95th percentile in 5 percentile increments, EI accounts for 61 % to 77 % of the annual mean jet displacement; using the alternate, maximum U method, 66 % of the annual mean jet displacement is accounted for. This relationship is somewhat better than the relationship Lu et al. (2007) found between tropical expansion and tropopause height (stability); there, increases in extratropical (35-55 • ) tropopause height accounted for 66 % of the variation in annual mean MMC expansion using CMIP3 A2 experiments. More recently, Lu et al. (2008) found a significant relationship between poleward MMC displacement and a decrease in Philips criticality, the latter of which occurred primarily due to an increase in extratropical static stability. In the SH during DJF, Philips criticality accounted for 67 % of the variation in MMC expansion. Similarly, the expansion index accounts for 92 % of the jet displacement in the SH during DJF. We also find that it accounts for most of the DJF SH variation in other metrics of tropical expansion, including P − E (81 %) and MMC (81 %). Similar, but weaker, results exist for SH ANN, where the expansion index accounts for 45 % and 46 % of the variation in P − E and MMC, respectively. Thus, the expansion index helps to explain not only dynamical measures of tropical expansion, but hydrological measures too, particularly in the SH.
Tropospheric pathway
We also estimated the relationship between the expansion index and tropospheric jet displacement using the 10 1 % to 4×CO2 CMIP3 experiments, and with five reanalyses, including NCEP/NCAR (Kalnay et al., 1996) , NCEP-DOE (Kanamitsu et al., 2002) , MERRA (Rienecker et al., 2011) , ERA40 (Uppala et al., 2005) and ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011) . The first three reanalyses are analyzed from 1979 ERA40 from 1979 and ERA-Interim from 1989 . Based on the annual mean, the expansion index accounts for 70 % of the variance in NH and SH jet displacements in 4×CO2 CMIP3 experiments; and 55 % of the corresponding jet displacements in reanalyses.
We conclude by comparing the CAM global warming experiments with the CMIP3 2×CO2 experiments. Similar to the CAM experiments, the EI-jet displacement relationship is weakest in the NH during DJF, where it accounts for only 46 % of the variation in jet displacement. We also note that the NH MAM CAM 2×CO2 jet displacement is much larger than the CMIP3 ensemble (1.70 • versus −0.01 • ), which is consistent with more MAM wave refraction in CAM 2×CO2 (56 % versus the CMIP3 ensemble mean of 15 %). CAM 2×CO2 also features less SH jet displacement than CMIP3 (0.09 • versus 0.73 • for the annual mean), despite a similar expansion index (−0.14 versus −0.18 for CMIP3). Although the reasons are not clear, the other metrics of CAM 2×CO2 tropical width both show greater SH displacement (0.60 • for P − E and 0.42 • for MMC). In addition to these equilibrium experiments, we have also conducted transient CO 2 CAM experiments over the latter half of the 20th century using several ensembles (not shown) and obtain similar minimal SH jet displacement. This suggests CAM3 is less sensitive to CO 2 -induced SH poleward jet displacement, relative to other CMIP3 models.
Conclusions
The CAM3 general circulation model is used to investigate how tropical width responds to idealized thermal perturbations, focusing on zonal displacement of the tropospheric jets. The heat sources include global and zonally restricted lower-tropospheric warmings and stratospheric coolings, which coarsely represent possible impacts of ozone or aerosol changes. Our results show that global stratospheric cooling, as well as stratospheric cooling of the high-and midlatitudes, yields poleward jet displacement. This response is related to wave-mean flow interaction and involves an increase in wave refraction, and downward propagation of the stratospheric wind anomaly. This response is in general agreement with similar studies using idealized models (e.g., Haigh et al., 2005) and supports the recent findings of Polvani et al. (2011) , who showed stratospheric ozone loss is the main driver of twentieth century atmospheric circulation changes in the Southern Hemisphere (SH).
CAM3 tropospheric heating experiments show that highlatitude heating results in equatorward jet displacement; midlatitude heating results in poleward jet displacement; and low-latitude heating yields negligible jet displacement (but a significant increase in the strength of the tropical circulation). Similar results were obtained with the GFDL AM2.1. Although our high-latitude response is consistent with a recent study using a simplified GCM (Butler et al., 2010) , our tropical heating results differ - Butler et al. (2010) found tropical heating forces a significant poleward shift of the extratropical storm tracks (and tropospheric jets). We note that the Butler et al. (2010) results appear to contradict the El Ninõ response, which is associated with tropical tropospheric warming and equatorward displacement of the jets . Reasons for this discrepancy are unclear, but may be related to the meridional extent of the forcing and subsequent temperature response. The tropical heating in Butler et al. (2010) extends all the way to 45 • N/S, whereas our LTHT TR heating extends to 30 • N/S. As noted in Butler et al. (2010) , the projection of this heating into the mid-latitudes may play a significant role in the jet shift. Perhaps a more appropriate comparison to their tropical heating experiment is our LTHT TRML experiment, where heat is added from 0-60 • N/S. Similar to the Butler et al. (2010) result, LTHT TRML yields mid-latitude warming and poleward jet displacement. Additional possibilities for the discrepancy are the existence of topography in our model, which is important for the wave-modulated stratospheric pathway; and moisture/convective processes which could change the way heat is distributed.
Globally uniform lower tropospheric heating (LTHT) and 2×CO2 yield similar tropical width responses. Both yield negligible jet displacement in the SH and poleward jet displacement in the NH, particularly during DJF and MAM. Similar to the stratospheric cooling experiments, the boreal winter/spring expansion is related to a wave-modulated stratospheric pathway and a positive NAM-like response.
This result is consistent with Previdi and Liepert (2007) , who showed 50 % of the subtropical dry zone expansion can be explained by positive trends in the annular modes. Other metrics of tropical displacement, including P − E and MMC, generally yield a similar response. However, there are some differences that warrant further study.
Jet shifts associated with the tropospheric heating experiments are related to zonal displacements of the maximum meridional tropospheric temperature gradient. Heating the mid-latitudes results in maximum mid-latitude warming, consistent with a down gradient eddy heat flux response (i.e., oriented away from the latitude of maximum heating). This weakens the tropospheric meridional temperature gradient (T y ) on the equatorward flank of the T y maximum and strengthens T y on the poleward flank of the maximum. The jet responds by moving poleward, consistent with a geostrophic adjustment to the altered meridional temperature gradient, in accord with thermal wind balance. The opposite occurs when heat is added to the high-latitudes. This relationship also exists for global warming experiments, including LTHT and 2×CO2.
Some of our experiments are inconsistent with previously proposed mechanisms of tropical expansion (e.g., Lorenz and DeWeaver, 2007; Frierson et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2007) . For example, heating the tropical troposphere results in a global increase in tropopause height, yet negligible poleward tropical displacement. Our experiments highlight the importance of altered tropospheric temperature gradients and a wavemodulated stratospheric pathway. For the global warming experiments, the "Expansion Index", which quantifies the difference between mid-latitude and high-latitude warming amplification, accounts for over half of the tropospheric jet displacements; this increases to over 70 % for annual mean jet displacements. A similar relationship also exists for 2×CO2 CMIP3 equilibrium experiments and 1 % to 4×CO2 CMIP3 transient experiments. Five reanalyses also show the relationship exists for recent climate trends.
This study has important implications for heterogeneous warming agents, such as tropospheric ozone and absorbing aerosols, as briefly discussed by Allen and Sherwood (2011) . Such non-CO 2 forcings -particularly those that warm the mid-latitudes and are underestimated by most models (e.g., Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008; Koch et al., 2009 ) -may help explain the discrepancy between modeled and observed estimates of recent tropical expansion. Moreover, a recent study by Scaife et al. (2012) found increased CO 2 in GCMs with a well-resolved stratosphere yielded an equatorward storm track shift, particularly over the Atlantic during winter. This implies the observed poleward shift may be due more to heterogeneous warming agents, as opposed to greenhouse gases. We are currently investigating the importance of non-CO 2 forcings in recent tropical expansion.
